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MiltonLodge StonyBrookUniversity
Wepropose a model of motivated skepticismthat helps explain when and why citizens are biased-informationprocessors.
Twoexperimentalstudies explorehow citizens evaluate argumentsabout affirmativeaction and gun control,finding strong
evidenceofa prior attitude effect such that attitudinally congruentargumentsare evaluated as strongerthan attitudinally
incongruent arguments. When readingpro and con arguments,participants (Ps) counterarguethe contrary arguments
and uncritically accept supportingarguments, evidence of a disconfirmation bias. We also find a confirmation biasthe seeking out of confirmatoryevidence-when Ps are free to self-selectthe source of the arguments they read. Both the
confirmationand disconfirmationbiaseslead to attitude polarization-the strengtheningoft2 overt attitudes-especially
among those with the strongestpriors and highest levels of political sophistication. We conclude with a discussion of the
normative implicationsof thesefindingsfor rational behaviorin a democracy.

So convenient a thing is it to be a rational creature, since it enables us to find or make a reason for
everything one has a mind to.

Ben Franklin

do it (Glanz2000). Psychologistsdo it

Physicists
(Kruglanskiand Webster 1996). Even political sci-

entists do it (cites withheld to protect the guilty
among us). Research findings confirming a hypothesis
are accepted more or less at face value, but when confronted with contrary evidence, we become "motivated
skeptics"(Kunda 1990), mulling over possible reasons for
the "failure,"picking apart possible flaws in the study, recoding variables, and only when all the counterarguing
fails do we rethink our beliefs. Whether this systematic
bias in how scientists deal with evidence is rational or
not is debatable, though one negative consequence is that
bad theories and weak hypotheses, like prejudices, persist
longer than they should.
But what about ordinary citizens? Politics is contentious (Newman, Just, and Krigler 1992). In the marketplace of ideas, citizens are confronted daily with
arguments designed to either bolster their opinions or
challenge their prior beliefs and attitudes (Gamson 1992).
To the extent that ordinary citizens act similarly to scien-

tists the consequenceswould be similar-hanging on to
one'sbeliefsand attitudeslongerand strongerthanwarranted.Of course,it wouldbe foolishto pushthisanalogy
too hardsince scientificpracticehas such built-in safeguardsas peer reviewand double-blindexperimentsto
preventbad ideasfromdrivingthe good ones out of the
marketplace.
Ideally,one'spriorbeliefsandattitudes-whetherscientificor social-should "anchor"the evaluationof new
informationandthen,dependingon howcredibleis some
pieceof evidence,impressionsshouldbe adjustedupward
or downward(Anderson1981). The "simple"Bayesian
updatingrule would be to incrementthe overallevaluation if the evidenceis positive,decrementif negative.
Assumingone hasestablishedan initialbelief(attitudeor
hypothesis),normativemodelsof humandecisionmaking implyor posita two-stepupdatingprocess,beginning
withthecollectionof belief-relevant
evidence,followedby
with
the priorto prothe integrationof newinformation
duce an updatedjudgment.Criticallyimportantin such
normativemodels is the requirementthat the collection
and integrationof new informationbe keptindependent
of one'spriorjudgment(see Evansand Over1996).
In thisarticlewe reporttheresultsof twoexperiments
showingthat citizensareprone to overlyaccommodate
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supportive evidence while dismissing out-of-hand evidence that challenges their prior attitudes. On reading a
balanced set of pro and con arguments about affirmative
action or gun control, we find that ratherthan moderating
or simply maintaining their original attitudes, citizens-especiallythose who feel the strongest about the issue and
are the most sophisticated-strengthen their attitudes in
ways not warranted by the evidence.

A Theory of Motivated
Political Reasoning
Our startingpremise (following Kunda 1987, 1990) is that
all reasoningis motivated. While citizens are always constrained in some degree to be accurate, they are typically
unable to control their preconceptions, even when encouraged to be objective. This tension between the drives
for accuracy and belief perseverance underlies all human reasoning. Keeping it simple and focusing on reasoning about things political, citizens are goal oriented
(Chaiken and Trope 1999). Their motives fall into two
broad categories: accuracygoals, which motivate them to
seek out and carefully consider relevant evidence so as to
reach a correct or otherwise best conclusion (Baumeister
and Newman 1994; Fiske and Taylor 1991), and partisan
goals, which motivate them to apply their reasoning powers in defense of a prior, specific conclusion (Kruglanski
and Webster 1996). In our theory, partisan goals and subsequent selective information processing aredrivenby automatic affectiveprocesses that establishthe direction and
strength of biases (Lodge and Taber2005; Taber,Lodge,
and Glathar 2001). Sociopolitical concepts are "hot" for
most people, so that associated attitudes come to mind
automatically along with, indeed prior to, semantic information. One's likes or dislikes for Hillary Clinton,
for example, are aroused even before conscious awareness of her identity and other semantic associationsthat she is a Democratic senator, a woman, and a former
first lady (Morris et al. 2003). These "hot cognitions,"
in our view, motivate the partisan goals that drive normatively suspect selectivity in subsequent information
processing.
Surprisingly, given the widespread acceptance of
selective attention, exposure, and judgment processes
throughout the social sciences, the empirical evidence
from social psychology is far more mixed and qualified
than is often believed. The empirical status of selective
attention and, in particular, selective exposure can best
be characterizedas uncertain (Abelson et al. 1968; Eagly
and Chaiken 1993, 1998; Freedman and Sears 1965; Frey

1986; Greenwald et al. 2002; Kunda 1990; Lord 1992;
Pomerantz, Chaiken, and Tordesillas1995;Wicklund and
Brehm 1976).
Selective information processes are particularly important because of their impact on subsequent attitudes
and behavior and because of their implications for the distribution of aggregatepublic opinion (Zaller 1992). Theoretically, we should expect attitude polarization: those
holding strong prior attitudes become attitudinally more
extreme on reading pro and con arguments because they
assimilate congruent evidence uncritically but vigorously
counterargue incongruent evidence (Ditto and Lopez
1992; Ruckerand Petty 2004). Unfortunately, the empirical pedigree of this classic expectation is even more dubious than the various selectivity hypotheses. The most
cited support for attitude polarization comes from the
Lord, Ross, and Lepper (1979) study of attitudes toward
the death penalty, but even this evidence is unconvincing
because it is based on subjective rather than direct measures of polarization. Rather than comparing tl and t2
measures of attitudes, Lord and his colleagues asked subjects to report subjectivelywhether their attitudes had become more extreme after evaluatingpro and con evidence
on the efficacy of capital punishment. Moreover, numerous attempts to replicate polarization using direct ti and
t2 measures of social and political attitudes have failed
(e.g., Kuhn and Lao 1996; Miller et al. 1993; Pomerantz,
Chaiken, and Tordesillas 1995).
We believe that attitude polarization has been elusive
in psychological researchfor at least two reasons. First,we
suspect that the arguments and evidence used in many of
these studies failed to arouse sufficient partisan motivation to induce much biased processing. Since most of the
work in the cognitive dissonance tradition did not consider the strength of prior affect to be critical, little effort
was made to create stimuli that would elicit strong affective responses. Some research,for example, reliedon syllogistic arguments that are hard to understand (e.g., Oakhill
and Johnson-Laird 1985); other research used oversimplified policy statements comprised of a single stylized
premise and conclusion (Edwards and Smith 1996). Selective biases and polarization, we believe, are triggeredby
an initial (and uncontrolled) affective response; by contrast, most of the work on selectivity and polarization in
social psychology uses rather cold arguments and rests on
theories of cold cognition (most commonly, dissonance
theory).
In our motivated reasoning experiments, we use statements and arguments taken directly from political interest groups, which are far more contentious and more in
line with contemporary political discourse (Ailes 1995;
Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995); these arguments often
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generate strong affective responses (see Figure 2, below,
for an example argument).
The second and more difficult problem for those
seeking to find attitude polarization is the weak measurement of attitude change and the severe scale constraints
that ensue. Researchershave typically (e.g., Edwardsand
Smith 1996) relied on a single item, presented pre- and
posttask, to measure attitude extremity and change. The
problem, of course, in addition to the weak reliabilityof a
single item, is that while the theory holds that those with
the most extreme attitudes are the most prone to become
even more extreme, detecting any such change is thwarted
by the upper and lower bounds of the scale and by regression to the mean. We employ a six-item additive scale to
measure attitudes at tl and t2, which improves measurement reliability and reduces the number of respondents
at or near the scale limits at t1.
Based on our theory of affect-driven motivated reasoning, we posit three mechanisms of partisan or biased
processing:
* HI: a prior attitude effect, whereby people who feel
strongly about an issue-even when encouraged to be
objective and leave their preferences aside-will evaluate supportive arguments as stronger and more compelling than opposing arguments;
* H2: a disconfirmationbias, such that people will spend
more time and cognitive resources denigrating and
counterarguingattitudinallyincongruent than congruent arguments; and
* H3: a confirmation bias, such that when free to
choose what information they will expose themselves
to people will seek out confirming over disconfirming
arguments.
Because each of these mechanisms deposits more supporting than repudiating evidence in mind, we predict
* H4: attitudepolarization,wherebyattitudeswill become
more extreme, even when people have been exposed to
a balanced set of pro and con arguments.
Our theory, at first glance, might suggest we are arguing that people are closed-minded, consciously deceiving
themselves to preservetheir prior beliefs. On the contrary,
a key argument we make (Lodge and Taber 2005; Taber
2003) is that people are largely unaware of the power of
their priors. It is not that they openly lie to themselves.
Rather,they try hard to be fair-minded or at least preserve
the "illusion of objectivity" (Pyszczynski and Greenberg
1987), but they are frequently unable to do so. On the
other hand, as the persuasion literature clearly shows
(Petty and Wegener 1998) and as attested to in the study
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of voting behavior (Aldrich, Sullivan, and Borgida 1989;
Rabinowitz and MacDonald 1989), even those committed
to their positions can be persuaded by strong and credible counterevidence (Festinger 1957). But the researchwe
report suggests that, once attitudes have become crystallized, persuasion is difficult. Asymmetrical skepticismas would be reflected in the type of thoughts that come
to mind as we read pro and con arguments-deposits in
mind all the evidence needed to justify and bolster our
priors with a clear conscience (Ditto et al. 1998).
Being a motivated reasoner takes effort (Lavine,
Borgida, and Sullivan 2000; Pomerantz, Chaiken, and
Tordesillas 1995); hence we expect Hypotheses 1-4 to
be conditional on the strength of one's prior attitude
(motive) and on one's level of political sophistication
(opportunity).
* H5: an attitude strengtheffect, such that those citizens
voicing the strongestpolicy attitudes will be most prone
to motivated skepticism; and
* H6: a sophistication effect, such that the politically
knowledgeable, because they possess greater ammunition with which to counterargue incongruent facts,
figures, and arguments,will be more susceptible to motivated bias than will unsophisticates.

Experiments on the Mechanisms
of Biased Reasoning
Two experiments were carried out to test these six
hypotheses.' Participants (Ps) were recruited from
introductory political science courses at Stony Brook University.Their participation, for which they receivedcourse
credit, consisted of a single session lasting less than one
hour (Study 1: N = 126, 59 male, 70 white, 64 Democrat, 34 Republican;Study 2: N = 136, 68 male, 64 white,
61 Democrat, 21 Republican). Since the two experiments
share the same basic design, differing in but one manipulation, we will describe them together (Figure 1).
On entering the laboratory, Ps were seated individually at computers in separate experimental rooms and
instructed that they would take part in a study of public
opinion. Their first task was to evaluate a number of contemporary political issues, among them a battery of items
tapping their attitudes on either affirmativeaction or gun
control (with the sample split into two conditions by
random assignment). These attitude measures included
1Sinceseveralindependentvariablesaremeasuredratherthan manipulated(priorattitudeand sophistication),this is more properly
thought of as a quasi-experimentaldesign.
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FIGURE
1 Experimental Design

[Condition
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PracticeInfoboard

InfoboardTask to Test
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Confirmation
Action
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InfoboardTaskto Test
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Confirmation
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Action
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GunControl
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Strengthand Extremity
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Strengthand Extremity
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Argumentson GunControl
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StrengthRatingTaskto
Bias:
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4 Proand 4 Con
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Actionin RandomOrder
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and 2 Con Arguments

Study2 Only:
ThoughtsListingfor2 Pro
and 2 Con Arguments

GunControl
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Strengthand Extremity

Action
Affirmative
AttitudeBatteryt2:
Strengthand Extremity

four items designed to measure attitudestrength(recorded
on 100 point-sliding response scales) and six items that
measure attitude position (9-point agree/disagree Likert items; see http://www.stonybrook.edu/polsci/ctaber/
taberlodgeajps05.pdffor the items). Additive scales were
constructed for both variables and rescaled to [0,1] with
responses below 0.5 indicating "weak"or "con," respectively.2 In keeping with prior research (for an overview,
2Bothscalesare reliable.The attitudeextremityscaleproducedthe
followingstandardizeditem alphas,with subscriptsindicatingprior
or posteriormeasurement:for affirmativeaction in Study 1, ==
.80 and X2= .87; for gun control in Study 1, at1= .75 and x2=0t.72;
for affirmative action in Study 2, a-, = .82 and

a02

= .93; for gun

see Pettyand Krosnick1995),strengthand position are
independentattitudinaldimensionssuch that some respondentstook extremepositionson the issueswithout
feelingstronglyaboutthosepositions,and some moderatesrodethe fencewith conviction.
control in Study2, = .77 and O2 = .89. The comparablealphas
0/, scalewere:for affirmativeaction in
for the attitudestrength
Study
=
=
and
.92; for gun control in Study 1, = .91 and
1, a-, .90
02
0tc
t2 = .94; for affirmativeaction in Study2, o1t= .93 and c2 = .93;
for gun controlin Study2, tI = .91 and = .90. The distributions
02
of responseswere skewed slightly toward
support for affirmative
action (median extremityscore:.56) and stronglytowardsupport
for gun control(medianextremityscore:.67). Correlationsbetween
(folded) extremityand strengthdid not exceed .20.
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2 The Primary ExperimentalTasks(a) Information
FIGURE
Board (b) Argument Strength Rating Box

epubc-a

Party

ataonsal ife Associ
tbon
emocra c
Party

zens Against

andguns

(a)

(b)

Aftercompleting the attitudebatteryfor the first time,
Ps practicedusing an information board designed to track
their search for pro or con information about affirmative
action (or gun control in the other condition). They were
instructed to view information in an evenhanded way so
that they could explain the issue to other students (such instructions enhance accuracymotivation and work against
partisan motivation). Our information board presented a
matrix of 16 hidden policy arguments (rows and columns
randomized), which Ps could only view by clicking on a
button in the matrix (see Figure 2a). Rows of arguments
were labeled with a known source, so that participants

knew which hidden arguments would favor and which
would oppose the issue; moreover, Ps were explicitly told
each group's position on the issue as part of their instructions and were subsequently tested to make sure they understood. Ps viewed eight arguments with no time limit,
but could not view the same argument a second time.
The computer recorded the order and viewing time for
each argument selected. This task provides our test for the
confirmationbias-the prediction that people, especially
those who feel the strongest and know the most, will seek
out confirmatory evidence and avoid what they suspect
might be disconfirming evidence. All Ps then completed
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the same attitude battery a second time (so as to measure
tl --+ t2 attitude change).
A substantial set of demographic questions followed
the information board task, including all the usual suspects: PID, ideological self-placement, race, gender, etc.,
and most important for our purposes, a 17-item general
political knowledge scale (asking, e.g., "Whatproportion
of Congress is needed to override a presidential veto?").
Our measure of political sophistication is the proportion
of correct responses, which for many subsequent analyses
we subject to a tertile split (so we may contrast the top
and bottom thirds of the sample).
The second part of the experiments, testing for a disconfirmation bias, began with a third administration of
the attitude battery as described above, but with the issues
flipped across conditions, so that Ps who received affirmative action for the information board task now rated
gun control, and vice versa. Ps were then asked to rate the
strength of eight arguments, four pro and four con (presented sequentially in random order; see Figure 2b for
a sample strength rating box). Again, Ps were instructed
to be evenhanded and told that they would be asked to
explain the controversy to other students (to maximize
accuracy goals). This argument-strength rating task was
followed by the posttest attitude battery and a recognition
memory test. In addition-this the only significant difference between Studies 1 and 2-Ps in Study 2 were asked
to list their thoughts for two pro and two con affirmative
action or gun control arguments.
The arguments used in our experiments were
drawn from print and online publications of real issuerelevant interest groups (including the NRA, NAACP,
Brady Anti-Handgun Coalition, and the platforms of
the Republican and Democratic parties). To control
for such alternative explanations for processing bias as
the "argument length = strength" or "complexity =
strength" heuristics (Cobb and Kuklinski 1997; Petty
and Cacioppo 1981), the arguments were edited such
that they had similar complexities (length of sentence,
average number of syllables, words per sentence, sentences per argument, reading level, and so forth) and
were pretested on student samples (see the full set of
arguments at http://www.stonybrook.edu/polsci/ctaber/
taberlodgeajps05.pdf).

Results
Judgments of Argument Strength. Our first hypothesis,
the prior attitude effect, points to the difficulty people
have in putting aside their prior feelings and prejudices

when evaluating evidence, even when pro and con arguments have been presented to them in a balanced manner,
and even when, as here, Ps areinstructed repeatedlyto "set
their feelings aside,"to "ratethe arguments fairly,"and to
be as "objectiveas possible."
As an initial test of the prior attitude effect (Hypothesis 1), we compare the averagestrength ratings for proattitudinal and counterattitudinal arguments, expecting
Ps to rate the congruent stronger than the incongruent arguments. Arguments were rated on a [0,100] scale, with
largervalues denoting stronger ratings.
Figure3 displaysthe resultsin sets of four bars,broken
down by study,issue, sophistication, and strength of prior
attitudes. Dark bars representaveragestrength ratings for
pro arguments, light bars con arguments;the first pair of
bars shows the responses of proponents of the issue, and
the second pair shows responses of opponents. The prior
attitude bias is indicated wherever we see higher ratings
for congruent than incongruent arguments. Clearly, the
prior belief effect is systematic and robust among sophisticates and those who feel the strongest, despite our best
efforts to motivate evenhandedness (and despite the fact
that across these samples and prior pretest samples, the
eight arguments for each issue have statistically equivalent average strength ratings). By contrast with the most
knowledgeable and most "crystallized"thirds of our sample, the least sophisticated respondents and those with the
weakest prior attitudes on these issues show little or no
prior belief effect.
Table 1 reports regression analyses of the impact of
prior attitudes on argument strength ratings, with contrasts for the least and most sophisticated thirds of our
samples and those with the weakest and strongest priors.3
Each P's overall rating of the strength of arguments (our
dependent variable) was computed as the sum of ratings
of the pro arguments minus the sum of ratings of the con
arguments, recoded to [0,1]. To test for a prior attitude
bias, we regressed these argument strength ratings on attitude extremity at time 1 (as measured by the six-item
scale describedabove, recoded to [0,1]). Significant, positive coefficients support the hypothesis: Ps who favor gun
control or affirmative action rate congruent arguments
as stronger than incongruent arguments, while those opposed see the con arguments as stronger. Table 1 shows a
3Thoughwe believethe displayof contrastsin Table1 presentsour
results most transparently,the proper tests are interactive.All of
the contrasts for affirmativeaction shown in Table 1, when run
as proper interactionmodels, yield significant results for the interaction term. The interactions for gun control are (obviously)
not significant for Study 1, where both sophisticatesand nonsophisticateswerebiased;the sophisticationinteractionis marginally
significant for gun control in Study 2 (p < .1), but the attitude
strengthinteractionis not.
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3 Argument Strength Ratings,by Sophistication and
FIGURE
Strength of Prior
GunControl,Study1

GunControl,Study2

Affirmative
Action,Study1

Affirmative
Action,Study2

0_

(D

ProCon ProCon ProCon ProCon

Unsoph Soph

M

Weak

Strong

ProCon ProCon ProCon ProCon

Unsoph Soph

Pro Arguments

Weak

Strong

Con Arguments

Datafrombothstudies

strong prior attitude effect in the predicted direction, with
only nonsophisticates and those with weak priors failing
to show the effect.
A Disconfirmation Bias. In addition to the prior belief
effect, we predict a disconfirmation bias whereby people

will too readily accept confirmatory arguments more or
less at face value but actively counterargue attitudinally
incongruent evidence (Hypothesis 2). Moreover, like the
prior belief effect we expect this bias to vary with sophistication and strength of prior attitude. Our experimental
design allows multiple tests for these predictions. If indeed

TABLE
1 Regressionsof ArgumentStrengthRatingson PriorAttitudes
All
Participants
Study 1:AffirmativeAction

Gun Control

Study2: AffirmativeAction

Gun Control

R2
B
N
R2
B
N
R2
B
N
R2
B
N

.232
.415(.102)***
57
.302
.471(.093)***
61
.282
.381(.075)***
67
.195
.331(.083)***
68

Least
Most
Sophisticated Sophisticated
.075
-.234(.212)
17
.390
.691(.204)**
20
.255
.257(.172)
20
.023
.103(.143)
24

.527
.667(.135)***
24
.535
.632(.143)***
19
.322
.513(.114)***
24
.333
.477(.151)**
22

coefficients
withstandard
errorsin parentheses.
Note:Thistablereportsunstandardized
atthe .05level.
*Significant
at the .01level.
**Significant
at the.001level.
***Significant

Weak
Priors

Strong
Priors

.006
.078(.250)
19
.054
.479(.154)**
19
.009
.047(.117)
20
.084
.261(.199)
21

.510
.646(.164)***
17
.335
.537(.161)**
24
.511
.494(.104)***
22
.220
.289(.116)*
24
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4 Read Times for Argument Strength Ratings
FIGURE
Study 1

Study 2

CD

Weak Strong
Low Knowledge
i

Weak Strong
High Knowledge

Congruent Arguments

Weak Strong
Low Knowledge

Weak Strong
High Knowledge

Incongruent Arguments

Data combined across issues

people actively challenge attitudinally incongruent arguments, we would expect them to take more time processing counterattitudinalarguments than pro-attitudinal arguments, and to spend the extra time denigrating, deprecating, and counterarguing the incongruent arguments.
Unbeknownst to the Ps, as they read the eight arguments the computer kept track of the time that elapsed
from when they clicked open an argument until they submitted their strength rating. This reading time variable
provides an initial test of the disconfirmation bias. Because the pattern of results is the same for both affirmative
action and gun control, we show both issues combined
in Figure 4, broken down by study to underscore the
robustness of the results. For simplicity, and because
each study shows virtually the same pattern when taken
separately, we report ANOVA analyses for both studies
combined. As suggested in Figure 4, Ps in both studies
across both issues did take longer to read and process
attitudinally challenging arguments, F (1,107) = 3.39,
p = .068. When averagingacross all participantsthis difference was fairly small (on the order of 1-2 seconds),
but the contrast becomes significantly greater for sophisticates and those with stronger prior attitudes (47 seconds, or a 25-50% increase in processing time for
attitudinally incongruent arguments). Indeed, though
there were no significant main effects on reading time
for sophistication and attitude strength, the interactions
of sophistication and strength with argument congruence were highly significant:sophistication * congruence,

F (1,107)= 9.96,p = .002;attitudestrength* congruit is interesting
ence,F (1,107)= 4.41,p = .038.Finally,
to notethatunsophisticated
withweakprior
participants
attitudesactuallyspentlongerprocessing
congruentarwhich
a
bias
guments,
suggests confirmatory for those
who lackthe resourcesand motivationto
participants
disconfirm
challenging
arguments.
Whatwerethe Ps doingwiththe extratime spent
thecontrary
Toexplorethisquestion,
reading
arguments?
weaskedparticipants
in Study2 to listtheirthoughtsfor
fourof theeightarguments
theyrated,twoproandtwo
con.4Ourtheoretical
is thatwhereasmostPs
expectation
assimilate
quickly(andrelatively
thoughtlessly)
supporting arguments,
theymoreactivelyprocesscontraryarguments,generating
thoughtsthatdenigrateor counter
thesearguments
andbolstertheirpriorconvictions.
We
carriedouta directtestof thisdisconfirmation
hypothesisby examining
thecontentof thethoughtsPslistedin
foreach
responseto thetwoproandtwoconarguments
issue.Wecodedeachthoughtintooneof sevencategories
Edwards
andSmith1996)andthenaggregated
(following
thesecodesintothreebasicresponse
types:affect,includfortheevidence,and
inggeneralaffectfortheargument,
fortheconclusion;
newinformation,
includinga newfact
4Halfperformedthis task immediately,while the other half did so
only aftercompletingthe posteriorattitudeitems. This allowedus
to see whetherthe act of listing one's thoughts had any significant
impact on polarization.It did not, and we pool all thought-listing
data.
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5 Mean Number of Thoughts for Congruent and
FIGURE
Incongruent Arguments

I:3

z
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Denigrate
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aAffect
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Denigrate
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~

Bolster
Denigrate
Incongruent

New Information

Bolster
Denigrate
Congruent
Comment

DatafromStudy2 acrossbothissues

not present in the argument or a new argument;and comments about the evidence or about the source. And of
course each thought was coded as denigrating or bolstering the presented argument.
Figure 5 depicts these data graphicallyfor both issues
combined, breaking down the mean number of thoughts
by congruence and sophistication. On average, Ps made
2.5 comments per argument (for a total of 10 thoughts
across the four arguments), but there were considerable
differences across participants. Perhaps not surprisingly,
sophisticated participantsproduced many more thoughts
overall than did their less knowledgeable peers. More interesting, as predicted incongruent arguments elicited far
more thoughts than did congruent ones, and these were
almost entirely denigrating. Both sophisticated and unsophisticated participants showed this basic pattern of bolstering congruent argumentswhile denigratingincongruent ones, though sophisticates were clearly more biased.
Finally, although we had asked Ps to leave their feelings
aside and to concentrate on what made the arguments
weak or strong, it is interesting that a goodly number of Ps
made simple, content-free affective statements (the darkest portion of each bar), to the effect "I like (don't like)
this argument or conclusion" or simply said they liked or
disliked the facts or figures supporting an argument. The
more demanding types of responses were the introduction of a new fact or an original argument (medium gray)
and a comment on the source or quality of the evidence

(light gray). In both instances the new evidence brought
to mind was overwhelmingly congruent with their priors.
Overall, this pattern perfectly conforms to our expectations about disconfirmation.
We performed a mixed-model ANOVA on the number of thoughts generated, with sophistication as a between subjects variable and argument type (congruent or
not) and response type (bolster or denigrate) as within
subjects variables. The results from this analysis strongly
confirm the pattern reported above, with significant main
effects for sophistication, F (1,89) = 6.37, p = .013,
and argument congruency, F (1,88) = 4.57, p = .045.
Moreover, there was a highly significant two-way interaction between argument congruency and response type,
F (1,88) = 10.05, p = .002, and a significant three-way
interaction between congruency, response type, and sophistication, F (1,88) = 4.07, p = .047, such that sophisticates even more than unsophisticates tend to denigrate
incongruent arguments and bolster congruent ones.
A Confirmation Bias. In both experiments, we tested the
hypothesis that when given a chance to pick and choose
what information to look at-rather than when presented
with pro and con arguments-people will actively seek
out sympathetic, nonthreatening sources (Hypothesis 3).
Both in the "realworld" (where Volvo owners read Volvo
ads) and in the lab using the information board, citizens can sometimes choose to selectively look or not look
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FIGURE
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at information from the opposing side. It bears repeating that this selective exposure hypothesis has met with
mixed empirical results in the psychological literature.We
believe that this failure to clearly confirm one of the classic expectations of the cognitive dissonance tradition is at
least partly due to the affectively tepid issues and arguments that have been used to test it (Edwardsand Smith
1996). We expect to find evidence of the confirmation
bias with the more contentious and challenging political
issues and arguments found in real-world politics.
Recall that in part 1 of both experiments Ps were
shown a computerized information board in which each
row of a matrix of 16 policy arguments was labeled with a
well-known opinion source for the given issue (Figure2a).
As always, instructions were designed to maximize accuracy goals and minimize partisan bias. The most direct measure of bias in search is the proportion of proattitudinal hits out of the eight arguments looked at.
Figure 6 displays these data graphically by study, issue,
and sophistication. For all groups examined, proponents
of the issue sought out more supporting than opposing
arguments, and this difference was quite substantial for
sophisticates in both studies and for both issues. When
given the chance, sophisticated respondents selected arguments from like-minded groups 70-75% of the time. For
example, on average sophisticated opponents of stricter
gun control sought out six arguments of the NRA or
the Republican Party and only two arguments from the
opposition.

Pro

Con

Low Knowledge

Pro

Con

High Knowledge

Table 2 presents the results from a regression of this
bias measure on t1 attitude extremity for both studies and
both issues. The results are straightforwardand confirm
the pattern in Figure 6: Ps were more likely to read the argument of a sympathetic source than to expose themselves
to an opposing point of view. Supportersof gun control or
affirmative action were significantly more likely to search
out the arguments of "their"issue groups (e.g., Citizens
Against Handguns or the NAACP). As expected, these results are particularlypronounced for sophisticates,where,
for example, every 10%increase in support for affirmative
action in Study 1 led to a 7.78%increase in the proportion
of pro-affirmative action hits on the information board.
By contrast, the results for strength of priors were mixed.5
As an interesting side note, we also recorded the
reading times for Ps in the information board task, expecting a replication of our disconfirmation bias for Ps
who did open counterattitudinal arguments. This is what
we found. On average across both experiments, Ps spent
about 2 seconds longer reading incongruent arguments,
with sophisticates spending more than 5 seconds longer
when considering an argument from the opposition.
Attitude Polarization. All of these mechanisms-the
prior attitude effect, the disconfirmation bias, and the
regressionmodelsto directly
5Wealsoestimatedfullyinteractive
test the contrastsin Table2, finding significantsophisticationinteractionsacrossthe board,but as suggestedin Table2, inconsistent
resultsfor the strengthof prior attitudesinteractions.
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2 Regressions of Proportion of Pro-AttitudinalHits on Prior Attitudes
TABLE
All
Participants

Study 1:AffirmativeAction

Gun Control

Study2: AffirmativeAction

Gun Control

Least
Sophisticated

Most

Weak

Strong

Sophisticated

Priors

Priors

R2
B
N
R2
B
N
R2
B

.106
.326(.107)*
54
.130
.360(.099)**
61
.107
.328(.074)**

.114
.338(.284)
17
.029
.170(.171)
18
.051
.226(.080)

.605
.778(.116)***
18
.352
.594(.099)**
24
.520
.721(.146)***

.003
.055(.247)
18
.002
.041(.218)
20
.059
.242(.143)

.162
.402(.161)
23
.481
.693(.106)***
19
.151
.389(.137)

N
R2

69

24

22

24

23

.313
.560(.072)***
67

.164
.406(.164)
20

.505
.711(.089)***
24

.293
.541(.113)**
23

.249
.499(.148)*
22

B
N

Note:Thistablereportsunstandardized
coefficients
withstandarderrorsin parentheses.
at the.05level.
*Significant
at the .01level.
**Significant
at the.001level.
***Significant

confirmationbias-should theoreticallylead to attitude
polarizationbecausethey deposit more supportiveevidenceand affectin memory(both in online evaluations
andin theassociatedcognitionsthatmayprovidethegrist
for memory-basedprocessing).Ourtheorysuggeststhat
thoseon eithersideof the issuesshouldbecomemoreattitudinallyextremein theirpositions,despitethe factthat
theywereexposedto the samebalancedstreamof information. As we have alreadynoted, concertedeffortsby
psychologiststo find attitudepolarizationin biasstudies
havelargelyfailedwhen they haveused the appropriate
directmeasuresof attitudechange.
To test the polarizationhypothesis,we regressedt2
attitudeextremityon tl extremity.Coefficientssignificantlygreaterthan 1 indicatepolarization(that is, each
unit movementon the tl attitudescale correspondsto
morethana unit increaseon the t2 scale).6As always,we
reportcontrastsby sophisticationand strengthof prior
attitude;we alsoconsidercontrastsof the top andbottom
thirdsof the samplein degreeof biasin the givenprocessing mechanisms.Thatis, we performa tertilespliton the
variablesthatmeasureconfirmationanddisconfirmation
6If respondents gave the same responses on the posttest as they

did on the pretest, a regressionof the form, Posttest = 30 + P13
(Pretest) + F, would yield P,3 = 0 and P1 = 1. P1 > 1 provides
evidence of polarization.0 < 31 < 1 would show moderationthat is, individualsdo not changetheir opinion, but their attitude
on the posttest was weakerthan on the first query.Finally,f1 < 0
would indicatepersuasion-people havechangedtheiropinion on
the issue.

biases-the proportionof pro-attitudinalhits in the informationboardtaskand the averagepro minusaverage
con ratingsin the argumentstrengthtask,respectivelyand contrastthe top and bottomthirds.
Pooling the data from both studies (for statistical
power),we find strongevidenceof attitudepolarization
for sophisticatedparticipants,those with strongpriors,
and (most importantly)those who werebiasedin their
informationprocessing.Wefindpolarizationacrossboth
tasks and both issues (indeed, only one of 12 expected
cellsin Table3 failsto achievesignificance-strongpriors
for gun control in the informationboardtask).' Looking at the most sophisticatedthird of the samplewho
ratedaffirmativeactionarguments,for example,the regressionslope (1.268) indicatesthat those with positive
priorshadevenmorepositiveposteriors,whilethosewith
negativepriorshadevenmorenegativeposteriors(on average,27%more extreme).By contrast,unsophisticates
and thosewith weakpriorsdid not polarize(unsophisticateswho ratedthe strengthof affirmativeaction argumentspresentthe one exceptionto this pattern).
Finallyand most important,we find substantialpolarizationamongparticipantswhoprocessedinformation
in a biasedmanner,but not amongthose who wereless
biased. This finding directlyand clearlylinks the processes of motivatedskepticismto attitudepolarization
as our theorypredicts,somethingthatpreviousresearch
7Aswith earlieranalyses,fully interactivemodels confirm the pattern of contrastsshown in Table3.

TABLE
3 Attitude Polarization, Studies Combined
Least
Sophisticated
Argument Strength
Task: Affirmative

Action
Gun Control

Infoboard Task:
Affirmative Action

Gun Control

R2

C

.818

Most
Sophisticated
.860

Weak
Priors

Strong
Priors

.813

.853

-.148(.047)***

-.013(.050)

-.165(.058)***

-.

B

1.195(.090)**

1.268(.079)***

1.024(.079)

1.297(.091)***

1

N

41
.358

44
.816

41
.680

37
.673

.175(.110)
.755(.158)
43
.716

-.074(.066)
1.149(.086)*
41
.912

.076(.067)
.907(.098)
42
.770

-.129(.094)
1.214(.132)*
43
.870

R2

.013(.056)
.933(.094)
41
.726

-.169(.044)***
1.330(.068)***
39
.709

-.044(.060)
1.097(.097)
40
.744

-.107(.041)**
1.177(.068)**
47
.725

C
B
N

-.045(.070)
1.044(.153)
42

-.133(.082)*
1.223(.121)*
44

-.076(.072)
1.142(.140)
42

-.103(.077)
1.177(.115)
42

R2

C
B
N
R2
C
B
N

-.091(.056)

.

-.
1

Note:This table presents regressionsof t2 attitude extremityon t1 extremity.Unstandardizedcoefficients are presented.C indicates the constant. Sig
relativeto a slope of 1.0.
*Significantat the .10 level.
**Significantat the .05 level.
***Significantat the .01 level.
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has not been able to do. Those participantswhose argumentstrengthratingsweremost skewedby disconfirmation biaseshad significantlymore extremeattitudes
on affirmativeaction and gun control after rating the
arguments,while those whose ratingswere more evenhandedshowedno significantattitudepolarization.Simconilarly,confirmationbiases-seeking out attitudinally
sistentargumentswhileavoidinginconsistentarguments
in the informationboard-led to moreextremeattitudes
as comparedto the least biased participantsfor both
issues.
In short,despiteourbesteffortsto promotethe evenhandedtreatmentof policyargumentsin our studies,we
find consistentevidenceof directionalpartisanbias-the
priorattitudeeffect,disconfirmationbias,andconfirmation bias-with a substantialattitudepolarizationas the
result.Ourparticipantsmayhavetriedto be evenhanded,
but theyfound it impossibleto be fair-minded.

theirown right.Tothe extentone'sattitudereflectsconsiderablepriorthought,it maywellbe moretrustworthy
than new information,especiallyif-as is so often the
casein thepoliticalrealm-that newinformationreflects
the strategicbehaviorof politicalopponents.Simplyput,
if one thinks (more pointedly,feels) that the veracityof
the evidenceis dubious,the oppositionis wrong,or the
mediahostile,then whypaythem heed?
Fromanotherperspective,with which we also have
sympathy,Bayesianupdatingrequiresindependencebetween priorsand new evidence (Evansand Over 1996;
GreenandShapiro1994;but seeGerberandGreen1998).
In the extreme,if one distortsnew informationso thatit
alwayssupportsone'spriors,one cannotbe rationallyresponsiveto the environment;similarly,manipulatingthe
informationstreamto avoidany threatto one'spriorsis
no morerationalthanthe proverbialostrich.
Formanycitizens,perhaps,the bias may be less extreme,but therearecertainlyideologuesand bigotswho
fit both of these descriptions.Luker(1984), for example, found that attitudesamong abortionactivistsareso
General Discussion
linkedto theirbeliefsandfeelingsaboutsexuality,gender,
religion,andfamily,thattheyhavebecomecompletelyinOur studiesshow that peopleare often unableto escape capableof entertainingpointsof viewthatchallengetheir
thepullof theirpriorattitudesandbeliefs,whichguidethe own. SearsandWhitney(1973)havefound similarstubprocessingof new informationin predictableand some- born adherenceto priorattitudesamongthosewatching
timesinsidiousways.Butwhatdoesthismeanfor citizens a politicaldebate.Our own evidence,presentedabove,
in a democracy?Fromone perspectivethe averagecitizen presentsa compellingcasethatmotivatedbiasescome to
would appearto be both cognitivelyand motivationally the forein the processingof politicalargumentsevenfor
nonzealots.
incapableof fulfillingthe requirementsof rationalbehaviorin a democracy.Farfrom the rationalcalculator
On the otherhand and contraryto the intuitionsof
portrayedin enlightenmentproseand spatialequations, normativetheory(but consistentwith the predictionsof
homopoliticuswouldseemto be a creatureof simplelikes cognitivepsychology),we do find that those with weak
andprejudicesthatarequiteresistantto change.Canthis anduninformedattitudesshowlessbiasin processingpopossiblybe rational?The normativequestion,it seems, liticalarguments.Thisfindingmaytemptthe conclusion
turnson whetherthe processingof new informationand thatobjectivityandtolerancerestmoreon ignoranceand
the updatingof one'sattitudeneedsto be independentof apathythanon the eliteskillsof idealcitizens.Perhapswe
havebeenlookingforrationalcitizenshipin allthewrong
one'spriors.
Fromone point of view with which we are sympa- places,and it is the greatunwashedwho savedemocracy!
doesnot
thetic,it canbe arguedthattheattitudestrengtheffectand Provocativethoughit maybe, thisinterpretation
disconfirmation bias are rational responses to attitudestandup to normative,theoretical,or empiricalscrutiny.
relevant information; it is perfectly reasonable to give
heavy weight to one's own carefullyconstructed attitudes.
This perspective,which would substitute the word "skepticism" wherever "bias" appears in this article, suggests
that beliefs and attitudes may be thought of metaphorically as possessions to be protected (Abelson and Prentice
1989). This belief, this feeling, is mine! Like other possessions we paid a purchasing price in terms of time and
cognitive resources spent forming and updating our impressions. Many political attitudes, especiallythose linked
to identity (Conover 1988), are worthy of such defense in

First,we find no empirical evidence of principled moderation among the bottom or middle thirds of our sample,
whose extremity scores were statistically indistinguishable from those of the most sophisticated participants.
Second, our theory predicts less bias for unsophisticated
and uncommitted respondents not because they possess a
greater sense of evenhandedness, but ratherbecause they
lack the motivation and ability to engage in attitude defense. Finally, this same lack of motivation and knowledge undermines the ability to apply individual preferences to public policy that underlies a normatively secure
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democracy,so it would be a dysfunctionalobjectivityat
best.
If we pusheithersideof the rationalityargumenttoo
stronglyweendupplayingtheclown.Sohowdowereconcile thesepositions?Skepticismis valuableand attitudes
shouldhaveinertia.Butskepticismbecomesbiaswhen it
becomesunreasonablyresistantto changeand especially
when it leadsone to avoidinformationas with the confirmationbias.And polarizationseemsto us difficultto
squarewith a normativelyacceptablemodel (especially
sincethe supportersand opponentsin the policydebate
will divergeafter processingexactlythe same information). Moreover,up to sometippingpoint forpersuasion,
our model predictspolarizationeven from unbalanced
and counterattitudinal
streamsof information(see also
and
Rahn,Aldrich, Borgida1993;Redlawsk2001).
How we determinethe boundaryline between rational skepticismand irrationalbias is a criticalnormativequestion,but one thatempiricalresearchmaynot be
ableto address.Researchcan explorethe conditionsunderwhichpersuasionoccurs(as socialpsychologistshave
for decades),but it cannotestablishthe conditionsunder
whichit shouldoccur.It is, of course,the latterquestion
that needsansweringif we areto resolvethe controversy
overthe rationalityof motivatedreasoning.
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